Effects of hippocampal lesions on conditional discriminations in rats.
Effects of hippocampal lesions on conditional discrimination were examined in rats. Rats were trained in a conditional drug discrimination paradigm using pentobarbital. They were able to learn the discrimination. After hippocampal lesions, all rats maintained discrimination. Thus a hippocampal lesion had no effect on retention of the conditional discrimination with drugs. Another group was trained in the same conditional discrimination except that the conditional stimuli were two different flashing lights. Similarly to the drug discrimination, only one of the two light conditioning stimuli was presented in one training session. No rat was able to learn the discrimination. New rats were trained in conventional conditional discrimination, in which the two conditional stimuli (flashing lights) were repeatedly presented within one training session. Hippocampal lesions made after learning this discrimination had no effect on retention. The present study reveals that the hippocampus does not have a crucial role in conditional discrimination learning when conditional stimuli were drugs and that rats could not learn conditional discrimination when two external conditional stimuli were presented in a similar way to the internal stimuli (drug discrimination paradigm).